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Have large metropolises become so complex to be ungovernable? Do globalization pressures make political and policy choices irrelevant? Going beyond rational or positivist views of governance, the process of governing a metropolitan region is never fully complete, nor linear. Governance discontinuities are salient as entry points to explore (1) how processes of governance operate in relation to urban development projects, and (2) the effects of policy implementation on inequalities and social opportunities; so to say articulating an analysis of the governance processes, policy implementation and their outcomes. Evidence is provided from four large metropolises. What is not governed is important as much as what is governed.

Tommaso Vitale is the scientific director of the master’s degree programme in “Governing the Large Metropolis”. His main research interests are in the fields of Comparative Urban Sociology where he has published books and articles on conflicts and urban change, on spatial segregation, on social service planning, and on élite and local governance of industrial restructuring. His main research topics are 1) Tensions between endogenous and exogenous mechanisms of urban change; 2) Social effects of governance discontinuities; 3) Structural contexts of opportunities; 4) Social effects of minority visibility and segregation. His papers can be downloaded here: http://spire.sciencespo.fr.